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ABSTRACT

Wavelets are localized nonspreading solutions of massless wave equations which

move like massive quantum particles. They form a bridge between classical mechanics of

point particles and wave functions of probabilistic quantum mechanics, both of which can

be obtained by limiting processes. Here we develop a theory of the propagation of wavelets

in the presence of boundaries and derive interference phenomena of quantum theory from

the behavior of single events with "hidden parameters".

1. Introduction

"Wavelets" are localized, oscillating, nonspreading, nonstationary exact solutions

of massless wave equations (scalar, electromagnetic or spinor) which propagate with a

group velocity v < c, and a phase velocity u = v/c2, like massive relativistic quantum

particles. They have internal ("hidden") parameters: initial center of mass position XQ,

velocity u, internal frequency £1 and other shape parameters. They propagate according

to the Green's function of the wave equation, and we emphasize, without spreading.

We have used wavelets as models of single, individual quantum events, individual-

ized namely by its internal parameters. The center of the wavelet moves like a classical

particle. In fact in the limit when the frequency Q tends to infinity, the wavelet approaches

a (^-function and we can derive classical mechanics from wave theory. On the other side,

when we average the superpositions of wavelets over the internal parameters, e.g. Xo, we

obtain plane waves representing probability amplitudes, hence the usual ensemble inter-

pretation of quantum theory. In this second limit, we have no longer internal or hidden



parameters. Thus, wavelets provide a more complete rendering of atomic phenomena than

either classical mechanics or the standard quantum mechanics. They exhibit observed wave

properties of matter on the one hand, and describe individual events deterministically on

the other hand. They also provide a wave-theoretical understanding of the notion of mass,

not as a parameter inserted by hand, but via the internal frequency Cl of the wavelet.

These aspects have been discussed in more detail recently.1 The purpose of the

present work to apply the notion of the wavelets to a discussion of the quintessential

quantum phenomena of diffraction and interference.

In essence we wish to develop a "mechanics with wavelets", bouncing them from

walls, through slits and barriers, and eventually from each other, exactly like we do with

mass points. The difference is that wavelets propagate according to wave equations, mass

points according to Newton's equations. Perhaps this was the idea of the "original wave

mechanics" which was superseded by the probabilistic wave mechanics of Born and others.

Wavelets are relativistic objects. They are most directly and intuitively obtained

from a rest frame solution by a Lorentz transformation with the boost parameter v < c.

Because of this there is an approximate non-relativistic form of the wavelet for v « c,

and the corresponding limit of the massless scalar wave equation \3f> = 0, which is just

the Schrodinger equation. Although the Schrodinger equation cannot be really derived

from classical mechanics but only made plausible or postulated by the various forms of

quantizations, it can be derived rigorously from the massless wave equation. In this sense

it is really a classical wave equation characterized by an intenral frequency £1.

In this paper we shall use exact wavelet solutions of the Schrodinger equation.

We develop a theory of propagation of individual wavelets and a new formulation of

reflection, diffraction and interference phenomena. This theory is akin to the path integral

formulation of quantum mechanics, in fact gives to the letter a new deterministic physical

basis.



2. Propagation of Wavelets, Diffraction and Interference

A. Propagation in Free Space R3

Any solution of the wave equation propagates from a to b according to the general

formula

*(a%, th) = J K(xbtb; xata)*(xa, ta)dxa (1)

where we only integrate over the space coordinates, the time adjusts itself automatically.

Here we may use either the coordinate or the momentum-representation of K.

For the Schrodinger equation (h = 1)

K(xbtb; xja) = J ^^•(••-* . ) -^( '*-«-) (2)

Let us first apply (1) to a plane wave initial state

in order to illustrate the method using (2). We have

Thus the same plane wave is now found at (a;^,^).

Next we consider the localized wavelets of the Schrodinger equation

#*, ,*„) = Fa{xa -xo- vta)e'^'"~^ (3)

where F is the localization envolop located at XQ at t = 0, and UJ = ^ - + S7, and £1 is the

rest frame intrinsic frequency of the wavelet with hkjm = v.

Eq. (1) becomes

«&~u)t- J dxae~^-k^F(xa - xo - vta)



The last integral is the Fourier transform F of F. Hence

* ) ( + " ) - Jb).

Changing the variables p — k = q, we have

( > - ' £ ' * ei(^-O)t- (4)/
c

where we have used the relation ^ — u = — fi and k ~mv.

Now it is essential that the Fourier transform F(q) of the wavelet is proportional to

S [-f^ — fi] (see Appendix A). Consequently the last factor in (4) becomes unity during

the integration of (4), and the factor before that becomes e~'nt*. Hence

(5)

Thus the center of the wavelet has moved from Xo + vta to x$ + vtf, without changing its

shape. Again only xa-integration is sufficient in (1), time adjusts itself automatically as in

the plane wave case.

We consider now the two important limiting cases:

(1°) When the internal frequency £1 —*• oo, the wavelet gets narrower and narrower,

F approaches a ^-function. Then F is unity and the integral in (5) gives back the 6-

function, translated. In this case, the exponential in (3) is immaterial, we have a classical

point particle moving according to x = XQ + vt, i.e. classical mechanics.

(2°) When 12 approaches zero, the wavelet becomes broader and broader, F ap-

proaching unity, w —> fc2/2m, the information about the individual hidden parameters

xo, v, Q disappears, we obtain a plane wave propagating and this is the limit to the stan-

dard quantum mechanics, or wave propagation.

The second limit il —• 0 (F — 1) can be also interpreted as the average of the

wavelets over the initial conditions, over (XQ — vtf,), in the nonrelativistic sense, i.e. averaged
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over individual events to obtain the probabilistic wave function. We have

dxaF^x — XQ — vt)e w = ce \ 2m '

where c = e~iUt jduF{u).

Previously, we discussed the reflection of the wavelets between parallel plates using

the method of images. The laws of reflection axe satisfied for the nonstationary, localized

wavelets and the phase change of n under reflection is derived. In this example we see

immediately the limit to particle mechanics, and by averaging the limit to the stationary

standing waves between parallel plates.

In the next Section we discuss diffraction and interference phenomena.

B. Propagation through Slits: Diffraction and Interference

We have seen that wavelets take an intermediary position between point particles

with no diffraction properties and the plane waves. We now consider propagation through

a region with obstacles. A simple geometry is shown in Fig. 1

Fig. 1. Geometry of aperture for calculating the
propagator of wavelets.

We first determine the propagator Ks(xb,tb, xata) when there are slits at the inter-

mediate position z as shown in the figure. We use the equation

Ks(b, a)= j K(b, x)K{x, a)dx (6)

to determine the propagator. If the die-integration were unrestricted, K given by (2)

reproduces itself, i.e. K is its own reproducing kernel, as well as the reproducing kernel
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for \t. With slits, the <iy-integration is restricted only to the apertures. We separate the

integration in eq. (6) into a transverse and a longitudinal part with respect to the y-axis.

K(bya) = / K(b, x±y)K(x_Ly,a)dx_Ldy

j
J 2TT

Since (iajx-integration is unrestricted, the first factor immediately integrates out, and we

get

K(b,a) = K(b±,a±) f ^1%. f
Aperture 2 ? r 27T J

Let the integral

I(Py-Py)= f dyJ«>*-»> (8)
•/Aperture

characterize the shape of the aperture. If it were the whole y-axis, then / = 6{jp' — Py)

and we get back the free propagator K(b, a). For a single slit — d/2 < y < | .

(P'V - Py)

For a double slit at y = ±D/2 of widths w

(D \ a i n ( f - a r )
I = 4cos I —x ) i-2 J-

So the propagator is

"L'a"L J 2TT 2TT P y P" C 6 (9)

When this propagator is applied to a plane wave first, the transverse part of the wave

function reproduces itself, and we have



The dya-integration gives (2n8(ky — p'y)), so that

y 2n

For a very small slit d << A we get a gaussian shape at the screen or

. . . 1 / 2m
k* ~ \lT—r \ x ~ 2\ T^tb

(10')

This formula should be equivalent to the standard diffraction formula. In order to see this

we change the order of integration in eq. (10), using (8),

Aperture

The last integral can easily be done.

^Aperture J

A/Aperture

or, finally by a change of variable, we have

1 fXB s
- ^ J dxe>* (11)

where

rn 1 f2(U-t)

and lyijifl indicate the limit of the slits, one, two or more.

Equation (11) corresponds precisely to the standard diffraction theory result which

is now obtained by the method of path integration and for Schrodinger equation.

We now apply our propagator (7) with apertures to a wavelet

,aj_)dxl^^-dya

x F(xa -xo~ vta

'ar g."::ar'ifT~!T



Inserting K± we can perform the Fourier integrals over dxa± and dya using

fdxaj_dyaF(xa - xo - v^Je-'^i.-^)-..".-<<!>,-*,)».

where F is the Fourier transform of F. With a change of variables p±_ — k± = q± and

p'y ~~ ky = Qy a n < i s o m e further simplifications, we obtain

J

J 2

We can verify several limits of this result.

i) For F(q) = (27r)3^(^), i.e. plane waves, we get back eq. (10).

ii) For I(qy + ky — py) = 2irS(qy + ky — pv), i.e. no aperture, we get back eqs. (4) or

(5) for free propagation of wavelets.

iii) For F(q) =*• 1 (point-particle-wavelet), and remembering that F contains a factor

8 { ^_ _ J2j before the limit, we obtain

-xa-
&<••-«> J ^ie^(*,+^I(qy + ky- Py)

Now we go back to the general eq. (12) and change the order of integration to obtain

an alternate expression.

( 2

2?r 2TT

Now we perform the dpy-integration before the dy-integration we have

J 27T 27T\tb-t
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Then we perform the dy-integration over the aperture

2TTV y (tb -t) yAy Aperture
1 t ^

where

ro

Inserting these into (13) and simplifying we have finally

x /^£ic«-f,(!ft-y-V*)-^(*t-*'>^(q) (15)
J 2TT

kf1 fXB

x J /

where the limits XA,%B are determined from (14) depending on the nature of the slits.

In Appendix C we derive these results using, instead of the momentum space form

of the propagators, their coordinate space form

C. Frauenkofer Diffraction

In the limit when the source is far away, i.e.

(16)

and setting (tb —t) = T, we have from (14)

1 [2hr, . v /~m"
a; =

2Sr 2 . . . . . . . ( n )

Let i be the distance between the aperature and the screen, then

2hL V 2L V XL
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Thus, the second term in x is very small, also due to small transverse momenta ky (or

Consequently the last factor in (15) does not depend on q and we can integrate over q

obtaining the wavelet F

(18)— ['
/ m

In eq. (C6), the second method, the Frauenhofer limit, also gives

and we get the same result (18).

3. Dicussion and Conclusions

Several objectives have been achieved by the present theory.

Firstly we have developed a new techniques of discussing all kinds of reflection,

diffraction and interference phenomena using the propagators of the wave equation. Ap-

parently we have avoided the sometimes contradictory assumptions of Kirchoff theory of

diffraction.

Secondly, instead of working with plane waves, we follow the propagation of indi-

vidual localized wavelets characterized by initial position a^, initial velocity v and a shape

F, through slits. Thus each event produces an effect on the screen. The averaging of

these effects over the initial conditions produces the result of repeated experiments. The

procedure reminds one on the method of path integration, but instead of fictitious "all

paths," we use paths of wavelets. If we further identify each wavelet with the real physical

event we have a new formulation of quantum mechanics not based on mathematical paths

and classical action, but on real physical events and real wave propagation.

The results of eq. (15) and in particular of (CIO) show that a wavelet initially at

{xa, ta jj
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ends up at the screen at (aj&, i&), in the presence of apertures

= F(xb -xo- vtb)e = [ die
J (20)

where $ is the solution of the diffraction problem for plane waves, or for quantum me-

chanics for that matter, and which does not therefore contain individual parameters XQ

and v. These parameters are in the localization function F. Averaging of xftb over these

parameters reproduces *, which can then be interpreted as probability amplitudes. We

can also average incoherently over \ipb\2 depending on the experiment and on the method

of detection.

It follows from eq. (20) that each individual wavelet will sample, so to speak, a small

localized portion of * which is then the observed single event. The magnitude of such an

event is proportional to ^; in particular no event will be observed where ^ is zero or very

small. Thus there is no need to invoke the notion that ^ collapses. On the contrary, \P or

rather I'J'I2 becomes an observable quantity after averaging. The primary observables are

the individual wavelets, ty or |^|2.

We believe that these results solve the problem of reconciling individual deter-

ministic single events with internal (hidden) parameters, and the quintessential quantum

phenomena of diffraction and interference observed with localized particles in repeated

experiments and described by the wave functions *&.

Appendix A. Fourier Transform of Wavelets

First in the rest frame of wavelet, we use the radial transform formula

j>n = /dtdxe i q o c { t -^ ' Fu(r)e~int

f°° sin qr
— il) I rdr4iT Fa(f)

Jo Q
For the wavelet of the Schrodinger equation

iin(-\/2TnCl/fir)
1 i (-A2)

7T y/2mQ/h r
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equation (Al) gives

It is seen easily that the inverse Fourier transform reproduces A(2).

For a moving wavelet of the form of eq. (3) we obtain by a change of variables

k — mvjh

Appendix B. Gauss-Fourier Transform of a Wavelet

We define a genearlized Fourier transform

f+oo
B ( a , b)= duF(u)e*au +*"> (Bl)

The 5-transform of F = 1 is

B(o, b) = (in/a)V2e-ibit4a (B2)

which for a —* 0 approaches (27r)363(b).

For the wavelet (A2) we have

£(a, 6) = Co\- / u^udflc1" + * " = ^ , A - \2m^

1 roo

—4JT— / due
b\ JQ

For this expression we use the analytic continuation of a known real integral (ia = —0):

which has the correct limit (B2) for A —• 0. Or,

B(a, b) = C0*V^(i/a)^e-<^-^T &!>)
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Appendix C. Propagation of Wavelets with Coordinate-Space Green's Func-

tions

In this section we use the propagators in the coordinate space. The Schrodinger

propagator is
m \ 3 / 2

)

It is well-known that this propagator reproduces itself according to eq. (6). We shall indi-

cate this, because we shall derive the generalization of eq. (6) in the presence of apertures.

In (Cl), A" is a product of three one-dimensional propagators. For each one we have from

eq. (6)

,a)=(
2irih(tb - t)(t - ta

and indeed the integral reproduces K(b, a) using the formula

d ^
(C2)

£A = y/ayA - hjy/a

In particular,

/-co

In the presence of an aperture (Fig. 1) we see that in z and ^-directions the propa-

gators recombine as above, but in the y-direction we have the integral

m r
~ t)(t - ta) Aperture

which gives, using (C2),

1/2m \ ,m ( y » . ) 1 ft e2

We now apply this propagator to our wavelet (3) according to (1):

[ xaJR1'^-':] F(xa -zo-
2irih(th~ta)J J

13



with

h-ta
;VA ~

In the plane-wave limit, F — 1, we can integrate immediately the transverse direc-

tions z and x and obtain

X f
>/** J(A(y.)

which gives finally

\/VK J-oo
M2

(C7)

where

V =
m 1 /2h(th - tg) / myh \

2h(tb-ta)
ya + 2V m \ y h(tb-ta)J

m(ib -
y \j2n-t)(t-tay

This formula looks a bit more complicated than eq. (11). Note that the limits £A here are
B

different than the limits x A in (11).

Going back to the general case (C6) with xa — aso — vta = u and using kh/m = v

/ (u2 - 2« • (a% - â> - (C8)

Now we use the transform (B.I) and (B.5) for the second factor above / with

m
-XQ- vth), a =

m

14



Thus

• ^-^(ajfc - aso - vtby +

^^K
(Xb/2a)

The exponential factors in the first factors of (C8) combine, after some calculation with

those of (C9) and we obtain

± ( £e** (CIO)

i.e. the translated wavelet multiplied with the Fresnel factor. In the Frauenhofer limit

the same as x in eq. (17).
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